
Twice the convenience! Twice the style! Dometic’s
Elite™ 2+2 refrigerator sets a higher standard for RV
refrigeration. Unlike other dual-door refrigerators, the
Elite features a divider-less freezer compartment that
provides wall-to-wall cooling for even the bulkiest
items. With its upscale refinements and striking
appearance, you can take home-style convenience
and luxury with you wherever you go. But that’s
what you’d expect from Dometic. We invented RV
refrigeration almost three-quarters of a century
ago, and we’ve been perfecting it ever since!

Wall-to-Wall Cooling Power
The true test of an RV refrigerator is how much capacity
you can actually use.The Elite’s wide, pass-through freezer
means you can use every cubic inch.There’s no space-robbing

vertical divider to get in the way. Add in three vegetable
crispers, dual-action shelf guards and a bigger, more
powerful cooling unit and you’ll see why the Elite is
America’s choice in full-featured RV refrigeration.

Great Looks and Performance to Match 
With its satin stainless steel or glossy black finish, the Elite
combines good looks with the performance you need.The
Elite’s patented automatic locking system securely locks its
doors whenever the RV’s ignition is turned on. And with
its large and powerful cooling unit, fully adjustable shelves,
through-the-door ice water and optional ice maker, the
Elite lets you entertain friends and family in style.

D O M E T I C ® E L I T E
2 + 2  R E F R I G E R A T O R
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Elite Features

Applications
Motorhomes • Fifth wheels

Advanced Design
Automatic door lock. Another
patented, industry-changing
innovation from Dometic! The
Elite automatically locks its doors
whenever the RV’s ignition key is
turned on.

Bigger, more powerful cooling
unit. Compare for yourself.The
Elite has the most powerful cooling
unit this side of the North Pole.

Contemporary styling. With its upscale appearance, the
Elite will be the centerpiece of any RV’s kitchen.

Convenience That Counts
Pass-through freezer stores even the bulkiest items with ease.

Three crispers hold more food and
keep it fresher longer.

Dual-way shelf guards hold jars
and bottles securely. No more spills!

Through-the-door ice water
reduces energy consumption.

Optional ice maker means you’ll
always have ice on hand.

Superior Warranty
Covered by Dometic’s 3-Year Protection Plus warranty.
IMPORTANT: Refer to product manual for proper installation and operation.

All weights are approximate.

Specifications

RM1350/RM1350IM/RM1350WIM

2-way power

64-17/64" H x 33-11/16" W x 28-1/16" D Overall

63-3/16" H x 32-3/4" W x 26-1/16" D Recess

216 lbs. installed weight

RME1350 WIM

All-electric

64-17/64" H x 33-11/16" W x 28-1/16" D Overall

63-3/16" H x 32-3/4" W x 26-1/16" D Recess

198 lbs. installed weight

Panel inserts
(SS = Stainless BS = Black wrap around panels)
RM1350SS • RM1350IMSS • RM1350WIMSS
RM1350BS • RM1350IMBS • RM1350WIMBS

For more information,

visit our Web site.

www.DometicUSA.com
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You can find more RV service manuals here: 
www.myrvworks.com/manuals 

 

 
 

Over the years of running a mobile RV repair service, having a dedicated place 
to access service manuals for all the different appliances and components 
found on RVs was something that I always had a desire to create. 

I hope this resource makes your RV repairs easier, as it has mine, but please 
be careful and follow proper safety practices when attempting to repair 
your own RV.   

If in doubt, please consult with a professional RV technician!  

 

 
All service manuals provided on www.myrvworks.com are believed to be  

released for distribution and/or in the public domain. 

DARREN KOEPP  - OWNER, MY RV WORKS, INC. 
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